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Abstract—Recently, great progress has been made for online
handwritten Chinese character recognition due to the emergence
of deep learning techniques. However, previous research mostly
treated each Chinese character as one class without explicitly
considering its inherent structure, namely the radical components
with complicated geometry. In this study, we propose a novel
trajectory-based radical analysis network (TRAN) to firstly
identify radicals and analyze two-dimensional structures among
radicals simultaneously, then recognize Chinese characters by
generating captions of them based on the analysis of their internal
radicals. The proposed TRAN employs recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) as both an encoder and a decoder. The RNN encoder
makes full use of online information by directly transforming
handwriting trajectory into high-level features. The RNN decoder
aims at generating the caption by detecting radicals and spatial
structures through an attention model. The manner of treating a
Chinese character as a two-dimensional composition of radicals
can reduce the size of vocabulary and enable TRAN to possess
the capability of recognizing unseen Chinese character classes,
only if the corresponding radicals have been seen. Evaluated
on CASIA-OLHWDB database, the proposed approach signifi-
cantly outperforms the state-of-the-art whole-character modeling
approach with a relative character error rate (CER) reduction
of 10%. Meanwhile, for the case of recognition of 500 unseen
Chinese characters, TRAN can achieve a character accuracy of
about 60% while the traditional whole-character method has no
capability to handle them.

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine recognition of handwritten Chinese characters has
been studied for decades [1]. It is a challenging problem due to
a large number of character classes and enormous ambiguities
coming from handwriting input. Although some conventional
approaches have obtained great achievements [2]–[6], they
only treated the character sample as a whole without con-
sidering the similarity and internal structures among different
characters. And they have no capability of dealing with unseen
character classes.

However, Chinese characters can be decomposed into a
few fundamental structure components, called radicals [7].
It is an intuitive way to first extract information of radicals
that is embedded in Chinese characters and then use this
knowledge for recognition. In the past few decades, lots of
efforts have been made for radical-based Chinese character
recognition. For example, [8] proposed a matching method for
radical-based Chinese character recognition. It first detected
radicals separately and then employed a hierarchical radical
matching method to compose radicals into a character. [9]
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Fig. 1. Illustration of TRAN to recognize Chinese characters by analyzing
the radicals and the corresponding structures.

tried to over-segment characters into candidate radicals while
the proposed way could only handle the left-right structure
and over-segmentation brings many difficulties. Recently, [10]
proposed a multi-label learning for radical-based Chinese
character recognition. It turned a character class into a com-
bination of several radicals and spatial structures. Generally,
these approaches have difficulties when dealing with radical
segmentation and the analysis of structures among radicals is
not flexible. Besides, they did not focus on recognizing unseen
Chinese character classes.

In this paper, we propose a novel radical-based approach
to online handwritten Chinese character recognition, namely
trajectory-based radical analysis network (TRAN). Different
from above mentioned radical-based approaches, in TRAN the
radical segmentation and structure detection are automatically
addressed by an attention model which is jointly optimized
with the entire network. The main idea of TRAN is to
decompose a Chinese character into radicals and detect the
spatial structures among radicals. We then describe the analy-
sis of radicals as a Chinese character caption. A handwritten
Chinese character is successfully recognized when its caption
matches ground-truth. To be more accessible, we illustrate the
TRAN learning way in Fig. 1. The online handwritten Chinese
character input is visualized at the bottom-left of Fig. 1. It is
composed of four different radicals. The handwriting input
is finally recognized as the bottom-right Chinese character
caption after the top-down and left-right structures among rad-
icals are detected. Based on analysis of radicals, the proposed
TRAN possesses the capability of recognizing unseen Chinese
character classes if the radicals have been seen.

The proposed TRAN is an improved version of attention-
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based encoder-decoder model [11] with RNN [12]. The
attention-based encoder-decoder model has been extensive-
ly applied to many applications including machine transla-
tion [13], [14], image captioning [15], [16], speech recog-
nition [17] and mathematical expression recognition [18],
[19]. The raw data of online handwritten Chinese character
input are variable-length sequence (xy-coordinates). TRAN
first employs a stack of bidirectional RNN [20] to encode input
sequence into high-level representations. Then a unidirectional
RNN decoder converts the high-level representations into
output character captions one symbol at a time. For each
predicted radical, a coverage based attention model [21] built
in the decoder scans the entire input sequence and chooses
the most relevant part to describe a segmented radical or
a two-dimensional structure between radicals. Our proposed
TRAN is related to our previous work [22] with two main
differences: 1) [22] focused on the application of RAN on
printed Chinese character recognition while this paper focuses
on handwritten Chinese character recognition. It is interesting
to investigate the performance of RAN on handwritten Chinese
character recognition as handwritten characters are much more
ambiguous due to the diversity of writing styles. 2) Instead of
transforming online handwritten characters into static images
and employing convolutional neural network [23] to encode
them, we choose to directly encode the raw sequential data
by employing an RNN encoder in order to fully exploit the
dynamic trajectory information that can not be recovered from
static images.

The main contributions of this study are as follows:

• We propose TRAN for online handwritten Chinese char-
acter recognition.

• The size of radical vocabulary is largely less than Chinese
character vocabulary, leading to decrease of redundancy
among output classes and improvement of recognition
performance.

• TRAN possess the ability of recognizing unseen or newly
created Chinese characters, only if the radicals have been
seen.

• We experimentally demonstrate how RAN performs on
online handwritten Chinese character recognition com-
pared with state-of-the-arts and show its effectiveness on
recognizing unseen character classes.

II. DESCRIPTION OF CHINESE CHARACTER CAPTION

In this section, we will introduce how we generate captions
of Chinese characters. The character caption is composed of
three key components: radicals, spatial structures and a pair
of braces (e.g. “{” and “}”). A radical represents a basic
part of Chinese character and it is often shared by differ-
ent Chinese characters. Compared with enormous Chinese
character categories, the amount of radicals is quite limited.
It is declared in GB13000.1 standard published by National
Language Committee of China that nearly 500 radicals consist
of over 20,000 Chinese characters. As for the complicated two-
dimensional spatial structures among radicals, Fig. 2 illustrates
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of eleven common spatial structures among
radicals, different radicals are divided by internal line.

eleven common structures and the descriptions are demon-
strated as follows: single-element: sometimes a single radical
represents a Chinese character and therefore we can not find
internal structures in such characters, a: left-right structure, d:
top-bottom structure, stl: top-left-surround structure, str: top-
right-surround structure, sbl: bottom-left-surround structure,
sl: left-surround structure, sb: bottom-surround structure, st:
top-surround structure, s: surround structure, w: within struc-
ture

After decomposing Chinese characters into radicals and
internal spatial structures by following cjk-decomp 1, we use a
pair of braces to constrain a single structure. Take “stl” as an
example, it is captioned as “stl { radical-1 radical-2 }”. The
generation of a Chinese character caption is finished when all
radicals are included in the caption.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we elaborate the proposed TRAN frame-
work, namely generating an underlying Chinese character
caption from a sequence of online handwritten trajectory
points, as illustrated in Fig. 3. First, we extract trajectory
information as the input feature from original trajectory points
(xy-coordinates). A stack of bidirectional RNNs are then
employed as the encoder to transform the input feature into
high-level representations. Since the original trajectory points
are a variable-length sequence, the extracted high-level repre-
sentations are also a variable-length sequence. To associate the
variable-length representations with variable-length character
caption, we generate a fixed-length context vector via weighted
summing the high-level representations and a unidirectional
RNN decoder uses the fixed-length context vector to generate
the character caption one symbol at a time. We introduce
an attention model to produce the weighting coefficients so
that the context vector can contain only useful trajectory
information at each decoding step.

A. Feature extraction

During the data acquisition of online handwritten Chinese
character, the pen-tip movements (xy-coordinates) and pen

1https://github.com/amake/cjk-decomp
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Fig. 3. Overall framework of TRAN for online handwritten Chinese character
recognition. It is composed of a bidirectional RNN encoder and a unidirec-
tional RNN decoder.

states (pen-down or pen-up) are stored as variable-length
sequential data:

{[x1, y1, s1] , [x2, y2, s2] , . . . , [xN , yN , sN ]} (1)

where N is the length of sequence, xi and yi are the xy-
coordinates of the pen movements and si indicates which
stroke the ith point belongs to.

To address the issue of non-uniform sampling by different
writing speed and the size variations of the coordinates on
different potable devices, the interpolation and normalization
to the original trajectory points are first conducted according
to [4]. Then we extract a 6-dimensional feature vector for each
point:

[xi, yi,∆xi,∆yi, δ(si = si+1), δ(si 6= si+1)] (2)

where ∆xi = xi+1−xi, ∆yi = yi+1− yi, and δ(·) = 1 when
the condition is true or zero otherwise. The last two terms are
flags which indicate the status of the pen, i.e., [1, 0] and [0, 1]
are pen-down and pen-up respectively. For convenience, in the
following sections, we use X = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) to denote
the input sequence of the encoder, where xi ∈ Rd (d = 6).

B. Encoder

Given the feature sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xN ), we employ
RNN as the encoder to encode them into high-level representa-
tions as RNN has shown its strength in processing sequential
signals. However, a simple RNN has revealed serious prob-
lems during training namely vanishing gradient and exploding

gradient [24], [25]. Therefore, an improved version of RNN
named gated recurrent units (GRU) [26] which can alleviate
these two problems is employed in this study as it utilizes an
update gate and a reset gate to control the flow of forward
information and backward gradient. The GRU hidden state ht

in encoder is computed by:

ht = GRU (xt,ht−1) (3)

and the GRU function can be expanded as follows:

zt = σ(Wxzxt + Uhzht−1) (4)
rt = σ(Wxrxt + Uhrht−1) (5)

h̃t = tanh(Wxhxt + Urh(rt ⊗ ht−1)) (6)

ht = (1− zt)⊗ ht−1 + zt ⊗ h̃t (7)

where σ denotes the sigmoid activation function, ⊗ denotes
an element-wise multiplication operator, zt, rt and h̃t are the
update gate, reset gate and candidate activation, respectively.
Wxz , Wxr, Wxh, Uhz , Uhr and Urh are related weight
matrices.

Nevertheless, even if the unidirectional GRU can have
access to the history of input signals, it does not have the
ability of modeling future context. Therefore we exploit the
bidirectional GRU by passing the input vectors through two
GRU layers running in opposite directions and concatenat-
ing their hidden state vectors so that the encoder can use
both history and future information. To obtain a high-level
representation, the encoder stacks multiple GRU layers on
top of each other as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this study,
our encoder consists of 4 bidirectional GRU layers. Each
layer has 250 forward and 250 backward GRU units. We
also add pooling over time axes in high-level GRU layers
because: 1) the high-level representations are overly precise
and contain much redundant information; 2) the decoder needs
to attend less if the number of encoder output reduces, leading
to improvement of performance; 3) the pooling operation
accelerates the encoding process. The pooling is applied to
the top GRU layer by dropping the even output over time.

Assuming the bidirectional GRU encoder produces a high-
level representation sequence A with length L. Because there
is one pooling operation in the bidirectional GRU encoder,
L = N

2 . Each of these representations is a D-dimensional
vector (D = 500):

A = {a1, . . . ,aL} , ai ∈ RD (8)

C. Decoder with attention model

After obtaining high-level representations A, the decoder
aims to make use of them to generate a Chinese character
caption. The output sequence Y is represented as a sequence
of one-hot encoded vectors:

Y = {y1, . . . ,yC} , yi ∈ RK (9)

where K is the vocabulary size and C is the length of character
caption. Note that, both the length of representation sequence
(L) and the length of character caption (C) are variable.
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To address the mapping from variable-length representation
sequence to variable-length character caption, we attempt to
compute an intermediate fixed-size vector ct that incorporates
useful information of representation sequence. The decoder
then utilizes this fixed-size vector to predict the character cap-
tion one symbol at a time. As ct contains overall information
of input sequence, we call it context vector. At each decoding
step, the probability of the predicted word is computed by
the context vector ct, current decoder state st and previous
predicted symbol yt−1 using a multi-layer perceptron:

p(yt|yt−1,X) = g (Woh(Eyt−1 + Wsst + Wcct)) (10)

where g denotes a softmax activation function over all the
symbols in the vocabulary, h denotes a maxout activation func-
tion. Let m and n denote the dimensions of embedding and
decoder state, Wo ∈ RK×m

2 , Ws ∈ Rm×n, Wc ∈ Rm×D,
and E denotes the embedding matrix.

Since the context vector ct needs to be fixed-length, it is
an intuitive way to produce it by summing all representation
vectors ai at time step t. However, average summing is too
robust and leads to loss of useful information. Therefore,
we adopt weighted summing while the weighting coefficients
are called attention probabilities. The attention probability
performs as a description that tells which part of representation
sequence is useful at each decoding step. We compute the
decoder state st and context vector ct as follows:

ŝt = GRU (yt−1, st−1) (11)

F = Q ∗
∑t−1

l=1
αl (12)

eti = νT
att tanh(Wattŝt + Uattai + Uf fi) (13)

αti =
exp(eti)∑L

k=1 exp(etk)
(14)

ct =
∑L

i=1
αtiai (15)

st = GRU (ct, ŝt) (16)

Here, we can see that the decoder adopts two unidirectional
GRU layers to calculate the decoder state st. The GRU
function is the same one in Eq. (3). ŝt denotes the current
decoder state prediction, eti denotes the energy of ai at time
step t conditioned on ŝt. The attention probability αti, which
is the ith element of αt, is computed by taking eti as input of
a softmax function. The context vector ct is then calculated
via weighted summing representation vectors ai with attention
probabilities employed as weighting coefficients. During the
computation of attention probability, we also append a cover-
age vector fi (the ith vector of F) in the attention model. The
coverage vector is computed based on the summation of all
past attention probabilities so that the coverage vector contains
the information of alignment history as shown in Eq. (12).
We adopt the coverage vector in order to let the attention
model know which part of representation sequence has been
attended or not [27]. Let n

′
denote the attention dimension.

Then νatt ∈ Rn
′

, Watt ∈ Rn
′
×n and Uatt ∈ Rn

′
×D.

IV. TRAINING AND TESTING DETAILS

The training objective of the proposed model is to maximize
the predicted symbol probability as shown in Eq. (10) and we
use cross-entropy (CE) as the objective function:

O = −
∑C

t=1
log p(wt|yt−1,X) (17)

where wt represents the ground truth word at time step t,
C is the length of output string. The implementation details
of GRU encoder has been introduced in Section III-B. The
decoder uses two layers with each using 256 forward GRU
units. The embedding dimension m, decoder state dimension n
and attention dimension n′ are all set to 256. The convolution
kernel size for computing coverage vector is set to (5×1) as it
is a one-dimensional convolution operation, while the number
of convolution filters is set to 256. We utilize the adadelta
algorithm [28] with gradient clipping for optimization. The
adadelta hyperparameters are set as ρ = 0.95, ε = 10−8.

In the decoding stage, we aim to generate a most likely
character caption given the input trajectory:

ŷ = arg max
y

logP (y|X) (18)

However, different from the training procedure, we do not
have the ground truth of previous predicted word. To prevent
previous prediction errors inherited by next decoding step , a
simple left-to-right beam search algorithm [29] is employed to
implement the decoding procedure. Here, we maintained a set
of 10 partial hypotheses beginning with the start-of-sentence
< sos >. At each time step, each partial hypothesis in the
beam is expanded with every possible word and only the 10
most likely beams are kept. This procedure is repeated until
the output word becomes the end-of-sentence < eos >.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present experiments on recognizing seen
and unseen online handwritten Chinese character classes by
answering the following questions:

Q1 Is the TRAN effective when recognizing seen Chi-
nese character classes?

Q2 Is the TRAN effective when recognizing unseen
Chinese character classes?

Q3 How does the TRAN analyze the radicals and spatial
structures?

A. Performance on recognition of seen Chinese character
classes (Q1)

In this section, we show the effectiveness of TRAN on
recognizing seen Chinese character classes. The set of char-
acter class is 3,755 commonly used Chinese characters. The
dataset used for training is the CASIA [30] dataset including
OLHWDB1.0 and OLHWDB1.1. There are totally 2,693,183
samples for training and 224,590 samples for testing. The
training and testing data were produced by different writers
with enormous handwriting styles across individuals. In Ta-
ble I, the human performance on CASIA test set and the
previous benchmark are both listed. NET4 is the proposed
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TABLE I
RESULTS ON CASIA DATASET OF ONLINE HANDWRITTEN CHINESE

CHARACTER RECOGNITION.

Methods Reference Accuracy

Human Performance [31] 95.19%
Traditional Benchmark [32] 95.31%
NET4 [4] 96.03%
TRAN – 96.43%

method in [4] which represents the state-of-the-art method
on CASIA dataset and it belongs to non-radical based meth-
ods. NET4 achieved an accuracy of 96.03% while TRAN
achieved an accuracy of 96.43%, revealing relative character
error rate reduction of 10%. To be fairly comparable, here
NET4 and TRAN both did not use the sequential dropout
trick as proposed in [4] so the performance of NET4 is
not as good as the best performance presented in [4]. As
explained in the contributions of this study in Section I, the
main difference between radical based method and non-radical
based method for Chinese character recognition is the size
of radical vocabulary is largely less than Chinese character
vocabulary, yielding decrease of redundancy among output
classes and improvement of recognition performance.

B. Performance on recognition of unseen Chinese character
classes (Q2)

The number of Chinese character classes is not fixed as
more and more novel characters are being created. Also,
the overall Chinese character classes are enormous and it is
difficult to train a recognition system that covers them all.
Therefore it is necessary for a recognition system to possess
the capability of recognizing unseen Chinese characters, called
zero-shot learning.

Obviously traditional non-radical based methods are inca-
pable of recognizing these unseen characters since the objec-
tive character class has never been seen during training pro-
cedure. However TRAN is able to recognize unseen Chinese
characters only if the radicals composing unseen characters
have been seen. To validate the performance of TRAN on
recognizing unseen Chinese character classes, we divide 3755
common Chinese characters into 3255 classes and the other
500 classes. We choose handwritten characters belonging to
3255 classes from original training set as the new training set
and we choose handwritten characters belonging to the other
500 classes from original testing set as the new testing set. By
doing so, both the testing character classes and handwriting
variations have never been seen during training. We explore
different size of training set to train TRAN, ranging from
500 to 3255 Chinese character classes and we make sure the
radicals of testing characters are covered in training set.

We can see in Table II the recognition accuracy of unseen
Chinese character classes is not available when training set
only contains 500 Chinese character classes. We believe it
is difficult to train TRAN properly to accommodate large
handwriting variations when the number of character classes

TABLE II
RESULTS ON NEWLY DIVIDED TESTING SET BASED ON CASIA DATASET

OF ONLINE HANDWRITTEN UNSEEN CHINESE CHARACTER RECOGNITION,
TESTING SET CONTAINS 500 CHINESE CHARACTER CLASSES.

Train classes Train samples Test Accuracy

500 359,036 -
1000 717,194 10.74%
1500 1,075,344 26.02%
2000 1,435,295 39.35%
2755 1,975,972 50.45%
3255 2,335,433 60.37%

a {  车 d {  龴 工 }   } 

a { 车 d {

龴 工 } } eos

Fig. 4. Examples of attention visualization during the decoding procedure.
The red color on trajectory describes the attention probabilities namely the
lighter color denotes higher attention probabilities and the darker color denotes
lower attention probabilities.

is quite small. When the training set contains 3255 character
classes, TRAN achieves a character accuracy of 60.37% which
is a relatively pleasant performance compared with traditional
recognition systems as they can not recognize unseen Chinese
character classes which means their accuracies are definitely
0%. The performance of recognizing unseen Chinese character
classes is not as good as the performance presented in [22]
because the handwritten Chinese characters are much more
ambiguous compared with printed Chinese characters due to
the large handwriting variations.

C. Attention visualization (Q3)

In this section, we show through attention visualization
how TRAN is able to recognize internal radicals and analyze
the two-dimensional spatial structure among radicals. Fig. 4
illustrates an example of attention visualization. Above the
dotted line, there is one Chinese character class and its
corresponding character caption. Below dotted line, there are
images denoting the visualization of attention probabilities
during decoding procedure. We draw the trajectory of input
handwritten Chinese character in a two-dimensional greyscale
image to visualize attention. Below images there are corre-
sponding symbols generated by decoder at each decoding step.

As we can see in Fig. 4, when encountering basic radicals,
the attention model generates the alignment well correspond-
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ing to the human intuition. Also, it mainly focus on the ending
of last radical and the beginning of next radical to detect a
spatial structure. Take “d” as an example, by attending to the
ending of last radical and the beginning of next radical, the
attention model detects a top-bottom direction, therefore a top-
bottom structure is analyzed. Immediately after generating a
spatial structure, the decoder produces a pair of braces “{}”,
which are employed to constrain the two-dimensional structure
in Chinese character caption.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study we introduce TRAN for online handwritten
Chinese character recognition. The proposed TRAN recog-
nizes Chinese character by identifying internal radicals and
analyzing spatial structures among radicals. We show from
experimental results that TRAN outperforms the state-of-the-
art method on recognition of online handwritten Chinese
characters and possesses the capability of recognizing unseen
Chinese character categories. By visualizing learned attention
probabilities, we can observe the alignments of radicals and
analysis of structures correspond well to human intuition.
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